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Equipment

Cutting mat, scissors, ruler, craft knife,
tweezers, small screwdriver, paper glue
(Pritt 'pen' or Velpon), bowl of water  
and a towel.

Instructions
On the building cards you can encounter the following instructions.

Mounting example  = Step by step mounting and final result.
6 1/2 hours = Average construction time for completing this kit.
Cutting line = Cut through this line.
Folding line = Lightly score along the line for ease of folding.
Fold to front =  Lightly score on the rear of the card following the path of the printed on the front before folding.
Cutting-Folding line =  Only cut through where indicated and possible.
Cut out = Cut and remove
Incise = Make an incision
Glue flap = Apply glue where indicated.
Mounting direction = Indicate the parts that should be glued together.
A, B, C, D, E etc. =   Each part has a letter to indicate how the seperate parts have to be put together,  

according to the instructions.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 etc. = Indicates where necessary the assembly sequence.
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Tips!
 

Please read and familiarise  
yourself with all instructions before  
commencing with the building kit. 

For a better end result  
push the cutting edges flat  

with your fingernail.

Test fit the parts  
before gluing.

Pritt 'pen' is a water-based glue.
you can use your fingertip for gluing  

and then clean them in water.
This will prevent glue stains!

 
Take your time. Don't rush.  

All timings given are just an indication.
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Step by step building examples are  
included in each Building Kit
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